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Here are five things to know if you're going to Albania Number one, Albania is a visa free country All
you need is your passport and your BRP So if you are an African in the UK, all you need to get is your
passport and your BRP and you're good to go Number two, strictly abide by the luggage specification of
your chosen airline Now there are different airlines you can use You can use Ryanair, you can use
Whizair and any other airline that you know of Those are the two that I'm very familiar with But make
sure, make sure you abide by your luggage specification because I'm telling you this container below is
where they fit your bag into It's really small, smaller than what this picture is looking like So make sure
you go online and get the exact specification Make sure that your bag can fit in here because I'm telling
you if you do not fit your bag in here, you are going to be paying for extra luggage and it is not cheap
You're going to be paying between 40 to 50 pounds for extra luggage way more expensive than the
flight Totally, airlines like Ryanair, Whizair, they are usually fully packed and everything including water



is sold under airline I'm telling you, you don't get anything for free Even water, you have to pay for it It
was quite new to me because in other flights that I've taken, you could get water and stop or just be
prepared and their seats don't have where you could plug your quad, maybe your charger to charge
your phone Their seats don't have it so you have to make sure that your phone is fully charged before
you leave the house Don't assume you're going to charge your phone in the airplane like I did because
it doesn't have it It's fully packed and you have to pay for everything Okay Number four, make sure you
travel with cash and with your ATM Now it's important for you to travel cash so you can exchange it
when you get to Albania and if you run out of cash, you can use your ATM Don't get stranded Don't
forget your ATM Your ATM can be used I don't know if it's all ATMs that can be used but I know that
Monzo, these digital ATMs or these online banks, you can use your ATMs there so make sure you go
with your cash and your ATM I don't know if this applies to all the hotel rooms but the hotel room will
stay at heart this There are sockets that could fit heads like this and not like this This was what my
charger looked like so I couldn't plug my phone all through my stay I only charged my phone using a
cord I could connect the cord and charge my phone so I just thought that you should bear that in mind
so that if you're going to go with an extension box, I don't know, whatever the plan is, just know that
your room might just be like that and might be difficult for you to charge Those are the top tips I'll give
you while you're preparing to travel to Albania In the next video, I'm going to be sharing five places you
must visit if you're traveling to Tirana, Albania, you don't want to miss it Bye THANDIE: Girl you're an
angel ■ Movies Zone■❤■: Do you need travel insurance? OYINDAMOLA: Thank you ❣■
marymadz733: Is it safe for solo traveller? Thanks. Fola momoh/Lifestyle: This is very important Fola
momoh/Lifestyle: Especially the charging port o Ife&Lonimi; | Motherhood: ❤■❤■❤■ battiks:
@Takudzwa Magoshe Cardiff MUA & PHOTOGRAPHER: True ooo charger wahala marymadz733:
Thank you for the info. https://www.tiktok.com/@ifeandlonimi/video/7344399699610209568 What is the
couples trip about? A couples trip is a vacation taken by a couple, typically for the purpose of spending
quality time together, strengthening their relationship, and creating lasting memories. It is a way for
couples to escape their daily routines, relax, and enjoy new experiences together. Couples trips can
vary in length, destination, and activities, but the main goal is to bond and reconnect with one another.
What's the best vacation spot for couples? The best vacation spot for couples can vary greatly
depending on personal preferences and interests. Some popular options for romantic getaways
include: 1. Paris, France - Known as the "City of Love," Paris offers stunning architecture, world-class
cuisine, and romantic attractions such as the Eiffel Tower and Seine River cruises. 2. Santorini, Greece
- With its iconic white-washed buildings overlooking the sparkling Aegean Sea, Santorini is a dream
destination for couples seeking a peaceful and picturesque getaway. 3. Bora Bora, French Polynesia -
This island paradise is famous for its crystal-clear waters, overwater bungalows, and luxurious resorts,
making it an ideal spot for a romantic and relaxing vacation. 4. Venice, Italy - Explore the charming
canals by gondola, visit historic landmarks like St. Mark's Basilica, and indulge in delicious Italian
cuisine in this enchanting city. 5. Maui, Hawaii - With its stunning beaches, lush landscapes, and
breathtaking sunsets, Maui offers a perfect mix of relaxation and adventure for couples looking to
escape to paradise. Ultimately, the best vacation spot for couples is one that allows them to relax,
connect, and create unforgettable memories together. Consider your interests, budget, and travel
preferences when choosing the perfect destination for your romantic getaway.


